Early events in skin appendage formation: induction of epithelial placodes and condensation of dermal mesenchyme.
The formation of skin appendages represents a morphogenetic process through which a homogeneous system is converted into a patterned system. We have pursued molecules involved in the early placode induction and mesenchymal condensation stages of this process. We found that intracellular and extracellular signaling molecules collaborate to position the location of feather primordia and initiate mesenchymal condensations mediated by adhesion molecules. During the inductive stage, cells interact in a fashion best described by a reaction-diffusion mechanism. Thus in early feather morphogenesis, low level adhesion molecules drive cell interactions. The interactions were modulated by extracellular signaling molecules, which eventually increase the level of signaling molecules at sites of feather initiation and subsequently the level of adhesion molecules (Jiang et al, 1999a). These physico-chemical events lead to the formation of dermal condensations and epithelial placodes at sites of feather primordia, thus achieving the earliest and most fundamental events of skin appendage formation: induction.